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Across

6
Market research based knowledge that supports strategic 

decision making.

8

Founded in 1925 by a man named Walter, this brand also 

has an art-deco New York skyscraper named after the 

owner.

9
Known for its racing heritage, this brand has a model named 

after its founder Enzo.

15
These mid-engine supercars are known for their bullish 

names.

18
This brand made its mark with Z sports cars and the Datsun 

name.  What brand is this today?

21
With its seven slot grill, this "General Patrol" vehicle has 

become an icon in the off-road world.

22
High-quality market research and trusted insights for any 

budget and every project. (3 Words)

26
Four brands banded together to make this one  luxury 

German brand

27
Some say this brands blue and white logo represents a 

spinning airplane propeller against a blue sky.

28
This brand is named after its Japanese founder, but spelled 

differently.

29
This Swedish brand is known for safety and is now owned by 

the Chinese company Geely.

31
Elon Musk built his first electric vehicles using this brands 

British luxury sports cars.

32
This brands all-wheel drive vehicles want to share the love to 

grow their loyal following.

35

This Spanish brand is not available in the U.S., which is a 

good thing because Americans would mispronounce this 

simple name that would have you taking a seat.

36
A result of the two men that invented the first gasoliine 

powered automobile (2 Words)

37
These Boxy British SUVs have become more sleek under the 

ownership of their owner Tata. (2 Words)

38
Dancing life-sized hamsters brought youth to this sporty 

Korean brand.

39 This cat is known for its British luxury sedans.

41
The power of this companies dreams has produced 

everything from motocycles, to cars, to airplanes.

43 This American brand sounds French when you say it.

44
More than 100 years old, this GM brand is quite popular in 

China.

45
This Italian luxury vehicle maker has a colorful racing 

heritage and uses a trident as its logo.

46
Process of gathering consumer-based information for 

making knowledge-based business decisions. (2 Words)

47
The modern day version of this little British car has attracted 

big fans including Tony Hawk.

48 It's why consumers buy your brand. (2 Words)
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1
The Spirit of Ecstacy is your hood ornament on this British 

Luxury brand that chauffers royalty. (2 Words)

2
Founded by brothers over 100 years ago, this brand is 

known for Viper's, Hellcat's, and burning rubber.

3
Once known as Fisker, this brand produces limited quantities 

of luxury plug-in vehicles.

4
This American luxury brand was named after the 16th 

president of the United States.

5
A Legend was the success to the start of this Japanese 

luxury brand.

7

This Swiss designed Swatch watch of a tiny car is built in 

France for a German brand and is no longer available in the 

North American market.

10
Once a member of the Dodge family, this truck brand 

promoted its model name to be its brand name.

11
His customers wanted a faster horse, but he gave them the 

first low-priced automobile.

12
This brand introduced their two-door convertible, the 124 

Spider, but some refer to it as the "Fiata".

13

The three red diamonds in this Japanese automotive brand's 

logo are shared with dozens of other companies by the 

same name.

14

This German luxury brand is well-known for its racing 

heritage and producing rear-engine high-performance 

sports cars.

16
This new Korean luxury brand was spawned by Hyundai and 

is aiming to compete with century old German mainstays.

17
Japanese luxury meticulously tuned to balance a stack of 

champagne glasses.

19
James Bond drove this brand of car in the 1964 film 

Goldfinger. (2 Words)

20
This stylish Italian luxury brand's logo features a man eating 

serpent. (2 Words)

23

This Japanese luxury brand's Q45 flagship was known for 

impeccable quality and may have been discontinued too 

soon.

24

A marching lion is the mascot of this French brand that is 

not available in the US.  However, its CEO hopes for 

Americans to be buying these in 2026.

25
This French auto maker built its first car in 1898 and today 

has an alliance with Nissan.

28 I say Elon, you say…

30 This brand killed its iconic Beetle in 2019.

33

Rhymes  with bike, but spelled differently.  This Chinese 

automobile brand is selling low-cost vehicles in Mexico, but 

not the U.S.

34
The badge on this U.S. luxury brand is the family coat of 

arms, but most people don't know this fact.

35

The Samari made this Japanese brand famous in the U.S.  

While no longer available in the U.S., you can still buy this 

brand's vehicles in Mexico.

36

With a heritage in racing, this British vehicle brand produces 

limited quantities of exotic supercars named after its 

founder, Bruce.

39

This Chinese vehicle brand has evolved from making trucks 

to making low-cost passenger cars that are now available in 

Mexico.

40
This dedicated U.S. premium truck brand can also be 

purchased as a Chevy.

41
This Korean brand has Excel-led beyond what it was first 

known for in the U.S. market.

42

Making it into the top 1% is not easy.  Correctly pronouncing 

the name of this brands luxury SUV, the Bentayga, may 

prove even more difficult.

46
People still remember this brand for Zoom-Zoom, even 

though it has a new tagline.


